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Luxury Goods Growth May Slow to 3%, With $318 Billion 2013 Sales

11/04/2013

Global luxury goods sales
are expected to exceed $318
billion in 2013, slowing to just
more than 3% growth yoy,
according to Euromonitor.
Growth rates may improve
to 4% a year in the mid
term, driving global luxury
goods revenue toward $385
billion by the end of 2018.
Of the largest categories,
designer apparel (40% of
luxury goods sales) is forecast
to undershoot the market's
4% growth, at only 3%,
while jewelry (20%) and
accessories (10%) should
each rise 4.7% a year.
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Big Luxury Stock Sales Buck Trend Amid 2013's Broader Slowdown

11/04/2013

Luxury goods' growth in
the low single-digits in 2013
would represent a slowdown
compared with last year's
high single-digit expansion
and 2010 and 2011's doubledigit growth, based on
company organic sales. Even
so, growth at listed luxury
companies reporting sales on
an organic basis (excluding
acquisitions and divestitures)
was a relatively resilient
10.9% in 1Q and 10.6% in
2Q, seemingly buoyed by
emerging-market demand for
historically under-penetrated
brands.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
BI LUXGG 1090 |1097-2-Q-RATIO|Q12|||R737<GO>
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Europe Is Largest Luxury Region, Chinese Are Biggest Consumers

11/04/2013

Europe is the largest
region for luxury goods,
with Euromonitor projecting
sales accounting for 38%
($122 billion) of global retail
sales in 2013. Luxury sales
may expand about 2%
by the end of 2013, with
rising tourist purchases
more than offsetting slower
local consumption. Chinese
consumers make up 30% of
global luxury goods sales,
including those made abroad,
and are forecast to spend
more than $100 billion on
luxury goods by mid-2015.
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Wealth Moving Eastwards Draws Luxury Brands to China, Russia

11/05/2013

The East's share of global
wealth has surged to
almost 40% from 21% in
a decade, according to
Ledbury Research, fuelled
by economic growth in China
and Russia. The region's
importance to luxury-goods
makers has expanded
similarly, prompting Burberry,
Prada and others to open
stores across Asia. Rising
purchases by Asians, both
locally and overseas, helped
boost global luxury sales
above $300 billion last year.

For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
DOCC CF WD000000002088141972 P2<GO>
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Luxury Targets China's $200,000 Burgeoning Income Households

11/05/2013

Luxury companies project
the highest mid-term growth
potential globally in China
and emerging markets.
Households with disposable
incomes above $200,000
will make up 0.5% of total
Chinese homes by 2017,
Euromonitor estimates. In
absolute terms, this means
820,000 new households in
five years to a total of 2.4
million. This equates to 8.7%
annual household expansion
in China, which compares
with 8.2% in India, followed
by Russia at 7% and Brazil at
6.6%.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
BI LUXGG 1114 |1114-2-A-VALUE|A12|||R297<GO>
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Luxury Brands Cater to Chinese Tourism With Shops in More Cities

11/05/2013

Luxury-goods makers
are opening more monobrand stores in mid-sized
cities across the U.S. and
Europe, hoping to capture
China's fast-growing middleclass leisure travelers who
are often on repeat visits
and seeking different city
locations. Mainland Chinese
visitors to the U.S. rose 27%
in 1Q, exceeding the 20%
annual increases of 2006-12.
Chinese visitors now account
for 19% of Asia tourists to the
U.S., vs. 10% only five years
ago.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
G BI 8548<GO>
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Japan Tourists Cut U.S. Travel, Luxury Spending on Yen Weakness

11/05/2013

Japanese tourists and
spending may fall further
in 2013 vs. 2012, on yen
weakness. Latest data (with
a four-to-six-month delay)
indicate Japanese tourists
to the U.S. fell 0.3% in April,
after 5.6% growth in 1Q. A
12% ytd decline in the yen
vs. the dollar means morerecent trips are likely to have
declined, with high 3Q12
visitor levels making for a
tough comparable. Japanese
tourists to the U.S., at 3.7
million in 2012, made up 45%
of total Asian visitors.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
G BI 3838<GO>
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Flagging Yen Dents Luxury Goods Sales, Margins in Japan

11/05/2013

A weaker yen is denting
sales and margins of some
luxury goods companies
deriving a large portion of
revenue from Japan and
Japanese tourists. Swatch's
Harry Winston (20% of sales
from Japan), Coach (17%),
Tiffany (17%) and Hermes
(16%) are most exposed. The
yen has weakened 12.1% vs.
the dollar since the beginning
of 2013, and 14% vs. the
euro. Translation effects may
be offset by price increases on
the most-sought-after luxury
brands in Japan.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
BI LUXGG ST |1232-2-A-RATIO|A8|||R298,292,290<GO>
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LVMH in M&A Mode Spends $10.4 Billion to Lead 97 Luxury Deals

11/06/2013

LVMH disclosed spending
of more than $10.4 billion
across 30 deals since the
start of 2010, ranking it as
the most acquisitive luxury
company globally, accounting
for 31% of total deals and
61% of deal value. Bulgari
was LVMH's single largest
purchase, at $5.6 billion,
followed by an 80% stake in
Italian cashmere clothier Loro
Piana for $2.6 billion. LVHM's
stake in Hermes ranks third.
Premiums paid both by the
largest acquirer LVMH and
others average 33%.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
MA T:5942331521938753142<GO>
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Moncler Winter-Warmer IPO Adds to Luxury Goods Industry Deals

11/04/2013

Following a cancelled attempt
in 2011, Italian ski-wear
company Moncler plans to
list before the end of the
year. The deal may value the
company at about 3 billion
euros ($4.07 billion), raising
800 million euros to 1 billion
euros, based on a 30% to
35% stake sale. The IPOs
of Brunello Cucinelli (2011),
Prada (2010) and Salvatore
Ferragamo (2008) have
proved some of the most
successful in the industry, with
Cucinelli up 203%, Prada up
98% and Ferragamo 187%
higher since flotation.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
IPO T:5934897989941986344<GO>
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Tiffany Mulls Watches Plan as Swatch 2027 Deal Nears Early Close

11/04/2013

Swatch's 20-year license
to manufacture Tiffany &
Co. watches, which began
in 2007, seems set to end
prematurely. A Form 8-K
submitted by Tiffany on Oct.
11 says that it is proceeding
with plans to design, produce,
market and distribute Tiffany
watches via alternative
arrangements. Royalties
to Tiffany have not been
significant, constituting 1% of
sales (about $36 million) in
2012, 2011 and 2010. Swatch
also holds a watch license
with PVH for Calvin Klein.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
BI LUXGG 1094 |1094-A-VALUE|12|||R44695552<<GO>
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Luxottica-Licensed Armani, Coach Eyewear Bring Superior Growth

11/04/2013

Luxottica, which sells
eyewear under license from
a range of luxury brands,
increased 3Q organic
wholesale sales by 13%.
The company projects 2014
sales growth of more than
20% for Armani eyewear,
and says Coach eyewear is
also expanding, outpacing
Coach group's handbag and
accessories sales growth.
Ranging from Armani to
Versace, Luxottica holds 23
eyewear licenses. It also owns
global eyewear brands, such
as Oakley and Ray-Ban.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
BI LUXGG 1094 |1094-A-DATA|12|||R33882112<GO>
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Top Luxury Watch Markets, Hong Kong and U.S., Rise Significantly

11/04/2013

Swiss watch exports
rebounded 8.5% in
September, amid the best
growth since January.
An extra day and easier
comparables enhanced
results. Even so, shipments to
the top-six markets (totaling
54% of exports) rose 8.1%.
The two biggest improved
most, with Hong Kong up 10%
(after a 3% decline in August)
and the U.S. 17% higher (1%
drop). China exports fell 3%,
though are clearly recovering
after a 4.7% decline in August
and 15% drop ytd.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
DOCC CF WD000000002110648484 P1<GO>
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Asia-Exposed Luxury Jewelry Surpasses Peers in Past Three Months

11/06/2013

Several Asia-exposed
jewelry stocks extended
gains vs. other luxury peers
in the past three months,
as demand for jewelry and
mid-priced watches beat
consensus. Asian jewelry
retailers Chow Sang Sang
(up 38% in three months),
Chow Tai Fook (26%) and
Luk Fook (25%) were among
the top performers. The
average stock performance of
Bloomberg Industries global
luxury-goods peers undershot
the MSCI World Index by
3.6% in the period, rising only
3.3%.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
BI LUXGG MARKETS |8-3-7149||#7149|USD<GO>
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Luxury Weakness vs. MSCI Linked to Saturated Big Brands In China

11/04/2013

MSCI apparel and luxury
stocks rose 7% in the past
two months, underperforming
the MSCI by 2%, on slowing
China demand for some
luxury brands, including Louis
Vuitton and Gucci. Even so,
the luxury group climbed 37%
ytd, 13% ahead of the broader
index. At 17.9x, the luxury
forward P/E still holds a 25%
premium to the broader group.
This may be being propped
up by long-term consensus
estimates calling for high
single-digit luxury goods
sales.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
MXWO Index GF /LNK:00007DD00000004A<GO>
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Rich Luxury Valuations Led by Online, New and Exclusive Brands

11/06/2013

Amid expectations of low
single-digit global luxury
goods growth in 2013,
consensus valuations across
the group vary widely.
Forward P/Es are led by
luxury online retailer Yoox
(74x), possibly driven by its
strong position to capture the
under-penetration of online
sales. These account for only
3.5% of total luxury goods
purchases, according to
McKinsey. Brunello Cucinelli
(44x), Hermes (30x) and
Salvatore Ferragamo (25x)
are also highly ranked.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
BI LUXGG COMPS |113-3-RATIO-7149||#7149|USD<GO>
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Luxury Trades 9% Above Targets; Kweichow, Mid-Tier Brands Lead

11/06/2013

The average luxury
consensus price-target
differential vs. current levels
is 8%, with a composite
recommendation of 3.73
(where 3 equals a "hold"). The
price-target gap has narrowed
to 8% from 16% through 3Q,
on positive price performance.
Kweichow Moutai leads the
ranking, followed by several
mid-tier brands, with Ted
Baker, Ralph Lauren, Coach
and PVH (owner of CK,
Hilfiger) offering an average
target 12% to 16% above
current stock levels.
For interactive exhibit on Bloomberg, run:
BI LUXGG -1 |1239-3-7149||#7149|LCL<GO>
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